This essay addresses the Christian roots of the antagonism posited between the theory of evolution and biblical perspectives on creation. The opposition claimed by certain theologians has to do with hermeneutical options and theological views, such as the idea of full verbal inspiration and of the absolute inerrancy of the Bible. First, I briefly tackle with the attempts to solve or to supersede the conflict between the creation accounts and the theory of evolution. Second, I address some hermeneutical principles that should guide the interpretation of the creation accounts. After criticising the idea of full verbal inspiration I emphasise the importance of the historical critical approach. Subsequently, following Ricoeur, I argue that the interpretation of biblical texts should pay attention to the symbolic character of religious language.

The debate over the truth or fallacy of the theory of evolution is as heated today – at least in certain contexts – as it was at the end of the nineteenth century. Amazingly, after two centuries of critical biblical scholarship, the biblical creation accounts are still read as if they were contradicting natural scientific findings. The debate between religion and natural science is essentially related to the interpretation of the creation accounts; more precisely it is a consequence of fundamentalist biblical interpretation. The latter implies that the creation accounts should be regarded as the source of objective information on the origin of the universe and of life. This sort of biblical interpretation leads to the explicit rejection of scientific explanations, especially of the theory of evolution. Thus, from the Christian side at least, the antagonism between scientific and religious approaches is essentially related to the view that the competence of Scriptures, generally of religion extends over the entire field of knowledge, scientific issues included. This position is definitely more common in conservative evangelical circles in the USA, but is far from being an exclusively American Protestant position.

1 According to the 2004-Gallup polls 45 % of the population of the US thought that God created humans in their present form in the last 10,000 years (creationism); 38 % held that humans evolved from other living beings in a process guided by God, during several million years; 13 % adopted a similar evolutionary perspective, but excluded the role of God, and 4 % had no opinion on the matter (P. F. Lurquin, L. Stone, Evolution and Religious Creation Myth: How Scientists Respond, Oxford 2007, 3). The authors stressed the stability of these results over several decades. In the 2007-Gallup polls 39 % held it certainly true, and 27 % probably true that God created humans in the last 10,000 years (H. Hemminger, Die Geschichte des neuzeitlichen Kreationismus. Von «creation-science» zur Intelligent-Design-Bewegung, in: M. Neukamm, Evolution im Fadenkreuz des Kreationismus. Darwins religiöse Gegner und ihre Argumentation [Religion, Theologie und Naturwissenschaft 19], Göttingen 2009, 15-36 [19]).

Moreover, a number of scientists also claim that the scientific and the religious world-views are mutually exclusive. Criticism issued by natural scientists results mainly from unawareness concerning the essentials of biblical scholarship, and thus from a naïve interpretation of the creation accounts, but is also a reaction to the untenable, pseudo-scientific statements coming from the creationist camp. On a deeper level, however, its foundation is ideological naturalism, which principally excludes the possibility of ultimate non-natural causality, and suggests that all aspects of the world and of human existence, up to the fundamental ground, may be explained in an exclusive and satisfactory manner by natural causes. Scientists embracing ideological naturalism defend evolutionary theory (that, no doubt, from a scientific perspective, is so far unrivalled) as a sort of ideology. Thus, the debate opposes in fact two ideological approaches.

A further, deep-seated cause of this antagonism is the modern epistemological perspective that marks believers and atheists alike, and equates “truth” with natural scientific and historical “truth”. This epistemological monism indebted to rationalism compels Christian circles to defend the historical character of the creation accounts, and prevents certain scientists from accepting the possibility of ultimate religious interpretations of being. Yet the remarkable complexity of reality, as well as the multiple shifts in interpretative patterns occurring over time should prevent us from regarding any specific description of the world as solely valid. Epistemological prudence also cautions against taking ancient authors’ mythical-symbolical way of thinking as immediately accessible to 20th–21st century readers, without any contextual approach.

In this essay I address the Christian roots of the antagonism posited between evolutionary theory and biblical perspectives. I argue that this opposition has to do with hermeneutical, theological options, and is related to the idea of full verbal inspiration and of the
absolute inerrancy of the Bible. My underlying hypothesis is that the creation accounts cannot be used as arguments against evolutionary theory, simply because they deal with other issues than natural science, they reflect a different perspective, and they address reality in a totally different manner.5

First, I briefly tackle with the attempts to solve or to supersede the (highly artificial) conflict between the creation accounts and evolutionary theory. Second, I address the hermeneutical principles guiding the interpretation of the creation accounts. After criticising the idea of full verbal inspiration I emphasise the importance of the historical critical approach for understanding ancient texts and their intention; subsequently, following some of Ricoeur’s hermeneutical principles, I argue that the interpretation of biblical texts should pay attention to the symbolic character of religious language.

1. Creation or Evolution?
Attempts to Solve the Dilemma or to Harmonise the Approaches

Downplaying Evolutionary Theory: Evolution is “Just a Theory”

Evolutionary theory is very commonly downplayed by claiming that it is “just” a theory. This position is generally related to the ideological criticism of evolutionary theory (as in creationism, or intelligent design). Allegedly evolution is not a verified fact, but “only a theory”, and can be therefore dismissed. A comparable position claims that evolutionary theory leaves many unanswered questions, therefore is not necessarily true.7 Here two points should be made.

First, while there is no consensus regarding the mechanisms of evolution, evolution as such is not a matter of debate within scientific circles. Yet, there is more to the matter. Scientific theory may not be opposed to reality/to facts, as the two concepts are not interchangeable. Theory is the organizing frame of observable facts, of phenomena, and in its absence “facts” are only the accumulation of unrelated observations. The observation of phenomena only makes sense within an explanatory theory. Further, theories lead to predictions or observations that may occasion the discovery of new facts.8 On the other hand a “fact” is not necessarily true, as it may also be the result of erroneous observations.

---

5 Chr. Aus der Au, Wie Orgel und Staubsauger. Das Verhältnis zwischen Evolutionstheorie und Schöpfungsgeschichte aus theologischer Sicht, in: Neukamm, Evolution, 341-350. Otherwise, the creation accounts do not exhaust all issues of a biblical theology of creation, since the matter is also addressed in prophetic and wisdom literature and in Psalms. Yet, these texts, their importance notwithstanding, are not part of the public common thought to the same extent as the creation accounts, and do not figure in the debate opposing science and religion.


"Fact" is not identical with reality. A fact, beside being observable and reproducible, is meaningful and has explanatory value only if it can be integrated into a scientific theory. Theory and fact can therefore not be opposed, as they are not alternative concepts. As a result, it does not make sense to claim that evolutionary theory is "only a theory", and not a "fact". Scientific research involves experiment, observation and theories that explain facts.9

Creationism

The basic assumption of creationism is that the Bible is the revealed word of God without any further qualification, therefore it must be literally true.10 Creationism implies a number of theses, such as the immediate, special, ex nihilo creation of the universe and of life, the insufficiency of mutations and natural selection to explain the appearance of all species of living beings out of a single precursor; the occurrence of changes exclusively within created kinds of plants and animals; the rejection of a common ancestor of humans and apes; a catastrophe theory including a worldwide flood that shaped the Earth; the (relatively) young age of the Earth and of the kinds of living beings (this last assumption needs further qualification).11 Due to the literal interpretation of the creation accounts, creationism rejects evolutionary theory, thought to be incompatible with the word of God.

1) Young Earth creationism dates the origin of the universe to the last 10,000 years, based on the literal interpretation of the six-day creation account and of the narrative of the flood. In view of some other biblical passages (Ps 90,4; 2 Pet 3,8) the six days are taken for 6,000 years, i.e. six epochs of thousand years. A radical stream defends a 6x24 hours creation.12 God is thought to have created the world, the kinds of living beings, as well as humans directly, pretty much in their present form (special creation).13 The most radical groups defend a flat Earth-theory and geocentrism. Young Earth creationists take the stratification of fossils as markers of the flood(s). (2) Old Earth creationism14 accepts

---

9 "[A] theory can be defined as «organized knowledge applicable in a wide variety of circumstances devised to analyze and predict the nature of a specified set of phenomena (or facts)». Further, one can say that, in science, progress can be achieved only through the interplay of experimentation or observation (discovery of new facts) with theory (making sense of the new facts)." (Lurquin; Stone, Evolution, 8).

10 A distinction should be made here between what for instance Catholic exegesis calls the "literal sense" of the biblical text [sensus literalis], i.e. the meaning intended and expressed by the author, the primary sense of the text that requires historical critical interpretation, and "literal interpretation" proper to fundamentalist approaches, which implies that the meaning of biblical texts is immediately accessible to readers without further interpretation and reflection. This distinction should be born in mind when I speak of the literal interpretation marking out creationism. On the sensus literalis: R. E. Brown; S. M. Schneider, Hermeneutics, in: R. E. Brown; J. A. Fitzmyer; R. E. Murphy, The New Jerome Biblical Commentary [further on: NJBC], Englewood Cliffs NJ 1990, 1146-1165 (1148-1149).


13 For a criticism of special creation and of creationism see also: Van Till, When Faith and Reason Cooperate, 148, 151.

14 Scott, Antievolution, 269–271.
that the Earth has a much higher age, possibly of billions of years. (a) “Gap theory” or “restitution theory” postulates a temporal gap between Gen 1,1 and 1,2: the first refers to the initial, preadamite creation, destroyed by God, followed by the recreation of the world and the creation of humans. This gap would explain the high age of the Earth. (b) The “day-age theory” takes the days for longer, undefined periods of several million years possibly corresponding to geological periods. (c) Progressive creationism accepts many results of modern physics and cosmology (some even the Big Bang theory), but limits the possibility of biological evolution to genetic variability within the created kinds, i.e. to the microevolutionary level, and rejects macroevolution. The stratification of fossils is due to the fact that God created kinds at different times.

Intelligent Design

“Intelligent design”, similarly to creationism, postulates that evolutionary theory is wrong. The main objection is that Darwinism is essentially atheistic. Contrary to creationism, the strategy of ID implies leaving aside biblical arguments and references to God. ID is presented by its proponents as a scientific theory, as the alternative of evolutionary theory. Its premise is that the theory of evolution must be wrong, because the alleged “irreducible complexity” of living beings and organs may not be explained by hazard, but requires an intelligent designer. This intelligent designer is not called God, to avoid the accusation of unscientific bias, yet extraterrestrial intelligence is hardly what proponents have in mind. The examples used to illustrate irreducible complexity (watch,

---

15 This theory is based on the supposition that Gen 1,2 would describe conditions that succeeded (after an indeterminate period), the original creation of a perfect universe. See V. P. Hamilton, The Book of Genesis. Chapters 1–17 (The new international commentary on the Old Testament), Grand Rapids 1990, 115–116.

16 “In good time new theories will emerge, and science will change. We shouldn’t try to shortcut the process by establishing some new theory of origins until we know more about exactly what needs to be explained. Maybe there will be a new theory of evolution, but it is also possible that the basic concept will collapse and science will acknowledge that those elusive common ancestors of the major biological groups never existed. If we get an unbiased scientific process started, we can have confidence that it will bring us closer to the truth. For the present I recommend that we also put the Biblical issues to one side. The last thing we should want to do, or seem to want to do, is to threaten the freedom of scientific inquiry. Bringing the Bible anywhere near this issue just raises the «Inherit the Wind» stereotype, and closes minds instead of opening them. We can wait until we have a better scientific theory, one genuinely based on unbiased empirical evidence and not on materialist philosophy, before we need to worry about whether and to what extent that theory is consistent with the Bible. Until we reach that better science, it’s just best to live with some uncertainties and incongruities, which is our lot as human beings – in this life, anyway.” Ph. E. Johnson, How to Sink a Battleship: A Call to Separate Materialist Philosophy from Empirical Science, in: The Real Issue, November/December 1996, online: http://www.leaderu.com/read/tr9602/johnson.html, quoted by B. Forrest, The Wedge at Work: How Intelligent Design Creationism is Wedging Its Way into the Cultural and Academic Mainstream, in: Pennock, Intelligent Design, 5–53 (18; cf. 42–43, emphases KZ).

bicycle, mouse trap, aircraft) are taken from the world of mechanical devices. ID admits variability within species, but rejects macroevolution. The origin of species is related to purposeful design, to the immediate and specific intervention of the intelligent designer. Although it is presented as a scientific theory, the argumentation of its proponents clearly shows that ID in fact turns religious convictions into an ideology.\(^\text{18}\)

Critics articulate with good reason a number of objections.\(^\text{19}\) In spite of its self-representation as scientific theory, and its refraining from biblical arguments, the “hypothesis”, or the postulate of ID is that the intelligent designer intervenes directly in the world. Although concealed, this position is grounded in the literal interpretation of the Bible, which makes evolutionary theory principally unacceptable. Thereby ID is fundamentally different from scientific theories. Its hypothesis may not be verified (the existence of the intelligent designer may not be proved).\(^\text{20}\) ID-institutes and “researchers” carry out no research programmes, do not formulate scientific theories, and its proponents do not publish scholarly articles in peer-reviewed journals.\(^\text{21}\)

The biological views defended are also problematic, since ID wrongly postulates the perfection of organisms, biological structures and physiological processes (the eye, the coagulation system, the flagellum), leaving aside the imperfections, the undesirable manifestations, or the existence of elements with no evident purpose; all these would suggest an incompetent designer.\(^\text{22}\) ID argues without ground that allegedly “irreducibly complex” organs and metabolic chains could not have evolved from earlier, simpler forms.\(^\text{23}\) Further, the mechanical devices used by ID-advocates for the purpose of analogy may not be compared to living beings, since these are not merely a summation of pre-existent components (although simpler components may exist), and certain simpler precursors may be found.

In its criticism of Darwinism, ID conflates methodological and ideological naturalism (materialistic evolutionism), and wrongly claims Darwinism to be necessarily atheistic. On this ground it postulates the incompatibility of religion and evolutionary theory:\(^\text{24}\)


\(^{20}\) Lurquin; Stone, Evolution, 8-10.

\(^{21}\) Forrest, Wedge, 5-53.

\(^{22}\) Lurquin; Stone, Evolution, 75-79; Kessler, Kreative Schöpfung, 37.


moreover, it also rejects theistic evolutionism.\textsuperscript{25} ID is also problematic from a philosophical-theological perspective. Defending special creation, ID reduces God to one of the natural causes within the universe, and suspends divine transcendence.\textsuperscript{26} ID is an apologetic-polemic programme, with an exceptionally combative strategy, eventually aimed at disseminating an ideology, and as such it is also part of a political struggle.\textsuperscript{27} To sum up, ID is eventually a version of creationism, and in no way a scientific theory.\textsuperscript{28}

\textit{The Harmonisation of the Creation Accounts with Scientific Explanations}

Harmonisation may occur either by the projection of scientific notions into the biblical texts, or by the teleological interpretation of the universe and of life.

The first approach implies searching in the biblical accounts elements that may appear to coincide with or to substantiate scientific theories. Thus the creation of light before that of the Sun is seen to coincide with the cosmic background radiation following the Big Bang. The sequentiality of creation, the sequence of the living beings, is seen to be pretty similar to that of evolution.\textsuperscript{29} The theory of the “mitochondrial Eve”\textsuperscript{30} and of the genetic (Y-chromosomal) Adam\textsuperscript{31} may seem to support the monogenism grounded in the second creation account.\textsuperscript{32} Such harmonisations, often attempting to prove that the Bible

\begin{itemize}
\item evanglicals, i.e. representatives of extreme positions. One wonders how relevant these examples are, when compared to the work of scientists and theologians who find no such conflict between evolutionary theory and faith. See Pennock, Naturalism; id., Pre-Modern Sins, 739: “Methodological naturalism does not claim access to all possible truths.”
\item ID present theistic evolutionism as a catastrophic accommodation to Darwinism, as an appearance of biblical interpretation, a false intellectual system that adopts symbolic, instead of literal interpretation (Johnson). Dembski is clear: “Design theorists are no friends of theistic evolution”, 1995, 3, cited by Pennock, Pre-Modern Sins, 744.
\item Kessler, Kreative Schöpfung, 28.
\item On the difficulties of this harmonization: Lüke, Zeit und Ewigkeit, 215. On the issues of hominisation: Lurquin; Stone, Evolution, 85–105; Lüke, 228–236.
\end{itemize}
is nonetheless right, do not take into account the fact that biblical texts do not speak of the how of creation in a scientific sense.33

The second approach incorporates the concept of tuning and the anthropic principle. Natural constants in the universe appear to be tuned to such extent, that an alteration would have made the apparition of life impossible. This tuning, it is argued, may not be the result of hazard.34 To some it also seems that the universe is oriented toward the apparition of humans/of intelligence (the anthropic principle).35 This view was challenged by the theories of multiverses or parallel universes, yet even these seem to be highly hypothetical.36

While these approaches have much to commend them, there is no need to harmonise Scriptures with the Big Bang or with the theory of evolution, attempting to prove that the Bible already knows these concepts. It has to be recognised that the Bible speaks of something else, in a largely dissimilar cultural environment, within a different epistemological frame. Ancient authors have been thinking differently, have searched answer to other questions, and have expressed their thoughts in various genres, very dissimilar from contemporary scientific discourse. Theology may not sustain an indefensible literalism. Theology aims instead at developing an understanding of creation that is based on the one hand on the sensible interpretation of the biblical texts, and on the other is construed in dialogue with scientific research, integrating the concepts emerging from it. As Pannenberg puts it: “A theological doctrine of creation should follow where the biblical witness leads by claiming current knowledge of the world for a description of the divine work of creation, using the resources that are actually at hand.”37

Theistic evolution

A theology that takes into account the results of scientific research, and reckons with a personal God who creates by making use of the autonomy and creative potential of creatures is not a recent development. It suffices to recall the work of Teilhard de Chardin. In a more recent version, theistic evolution essentially argues that God’s creating activity is mediated by evolution.38 According to Howard J. Van Till, God creates a “fully gifted creation”, characterised by functional integrity, and enables it to develop. God does not

---


34 Tuning is commonly linked to Freeman Dyson (Lurquin; Stone, Evolution, 12–13).


37 W. Pannenberg, Systematic Theology 2, tr. G. W. Bromiley, Grand Rapids MI – Edinburgh 1994, 117, compare 119 on the possibility of integrating evolution as a view that sustains God’s ongoing creating activity.

38 Scott, Antievolution, 271–272; cf. McGrath, Darwinism, 693 (evolutionary theism).
need therefore to intervene every now and then, in a miraculous manner. The activity of the world is largely autonomous. There are no gaps in the functioning of the world that would compel God to step in and to take over thereby the role of the creatures. This perspective may be connected to the doctrine of *creatio continua*: God creates in a mediated manner, continuously, gradually, through the development of the aptitudes of the world.

These endeavours are highly creditable for theologians open to the dialogue with science (and hopefully for scientists, as well). Yet, I shall not discuss them in more detail, as they pertain to the field of systematic theology, and my main interest here concerns the hermeneutics of biblical texts, more specifically of the creation accounts. It is not my intention to propose a detailed discussion of the question of inspiration, or to assess the various models of biblical hermeneutics. I only wish to show how the understanding of inspiration determines the way in which the biblical texts on creation are read.

### 2. Hermeneutical Reflections on the Creation Accounts

**Preliminary Considerations**

As shown earlier, critics of the theory of evolution claim that scientific explanations regarding the origins of life, especially of humans, are incompatible with the statements made in the Bible about the immediate, purposeful creation of the world. This view is grounded in fundamentalist biblical understanding, intimately connected with a particular interpretation of the authority of the Bible: the Bible is without any further specification the revealed word of God, and as such it is entirely free of error, and right in all its statements (this explains why the most virulent attacks on evolutionary theory come from the fundamentalist evangelical circles in the US). Because the Bible is without any further qualification the word of God, it may not be interpreted otherwise as literally. Such understanding of the inerrancy and of the absolute authority of the Bible comes partly from a certain interpretation of inspiration; on the other hand – within Protestant circles – it is connected to the principle of the *sola Scriptura*. Ultimately, therefore, the debate is related to certain hermeneutical options. Second, the discussion has an epistemological aspect as well, as it expresses one specific choice in comprehending and describing reality.

---


40 *Van Till*, When Faith and Reason Cooperate, 158.


43 For a criticism of literal interpretation see e.g. *Mc Mullin*, Plantinga's Defense of Special Creation, 171, 173–175.
Inspiration and the Authority of the Bible

The absolute inerrancy of the Bible is interrelated with its full, literal inspiration. The roots of this view go back to the model of inspiration understood as dictation, an idea that appears already in some patristic authors and becomes dominant in the late middle ages up to the modern period. It is defended by Catholic and Protestant authors, Catholic ecclesial documents and Protestant confessional writings alike.44

This is the position of the Council of Trent and of Vatican I.45 The Providentissimus Deus (1893)46 of Leo XIII reflects the new situation marked by the emergence of the historical critical method, and for that reason it expresses a rather apologetic position. While it strongly defends the full inspiration and inerrancy of the Bible, it also states that "those facts of natural science which investigators affirm to be now quite certain are not contrary to the Scripture rightly explained"; it goes on nonetheless expressing scepticism about the reliability of scientifically proved facts ("much which has been held and proved as certain has afterwards been called in question and rejected").47 The polemic against historical criticism explains why at the beginning of the 20th century the Pontificia Commissio Biblica strongly defends the historical character of Gen 1–3 (including such naive views like the creation of woman from man), but interestingly does not extend historicity to all details, e.g. to the literal interpretation of the days of creation.48 With Divino afflante Spiritu (1943)49 comes the official recognition of the historical critical method; while defending scriptural inerrancy, it assigns great significance to the authorial intention, to the question of literary genres, and to the historical and cultural context of the biblical books. The encyclical operates with a slightly modified model of inspiration, as it lays greater emphasis on the role and abilities of human authors. This view encourages the critical approach of biblical texts. The importance assigned to human authors, to authorial intention, to literary genres and to the circumstances that influenced the formation of the text is even more marked in the Dei Verbum (1965).50

In the Catholic Church a hermeneutical shift occurs with the Divino afflante Spiritu and especially with the Dei Verbum, in what concerns the understanding of inspiration, of divine and human authorship and its influence on interpretation. This is one of the reasons explaining why some of the mid-20th century Catholic church-declarations show certain openness toward reconciling evolutionary theory and biblical accounts.51 The conservative evangelical position is greatly influenced by the strict understanding of scriptural inerrancy and of its exclusive authority.52 This certainly does not mean that

---

47 Providentissimus Deus 18. While refraining from saying that the Bible may err in scientific matters, it follows Augustin in saying that the Holy Spirit does not teach us about the nature of things, as such knowledge does not serve salvation.
50 Dei Verbum 11–12.
51 Humani generis 36 (at least concerning the material aspect of hominisation, since it defends the direct creation of the soul; further, it rejects polygenism 37); Pope John Paul II, Message to the Pontifical Academy of Sciences: On Evolution (1996.10.22); http://www.ewtn.com/library/papaldoc/jp961022.htm.
52 For an overview of the various trends of evangelical biblical interpretation, on inspiration, literalism, and inerranism: H. A. Harris, Fundamentalism and Evangelicals (Oxford Theological Monographs), Oxford 1998,
literalism is a necessary consequence of Protestant biblical interpretation. Major Protestant scholars have developed sensible hermeneutical approaches that do not promote a naive interpretation of inspiration. The ecstatic model of inspiration, proposed by Tillich, an approach that does not exclude reason, as well as his emphasis on the organic unity between word and event in revelation, disallow the quasi-magical interpretation of the written word and the unequivocal identification of revelation with the word of the Bible. Protestant hermeneutics also apply the principles of divine accommodation and of progressive revelation which allow dispensing with literal interpretation, placing biblical statements in their historical and cultural context, and forbid reading the Bible as a source of scientific information proper.

Revelation does not obliterate reason and scientific research, argues Tillich. I do not claim therefore that fundamentalism is a mark of Protestant hermeneutics; such a view would be utterly mistaken. I merely wish to point here to the relationship between the strict interpretation of inerrancy, the principle of sola Scriptura, literal interpretation and the rejection of evolutionary theory. The position defended by a well-known scholar like Alvin Plantinga may be relevant. Plantinga explicitly explains the possible antagonism between faith and reason with the principles of inerrancy and of sola Scriptura. Because of its almost absolute authority, the competence of the Bible logically extends, in his view, to every domain of cognition, a conclusion apparently sustained by the fact that it also narrates historical events. Therefore, Plantinga ar-
Plantinga makes no reference to the results of critical biblical scholarship. His perspective leads to the conclusion that there may well be an antagonism between the assertions of the Bible and faith holding to them, on the one hand, and the statements made by science and reason acknowledging them, on the other. Plantinga further argues that the interpretation of biblical texts should focus on the intention of the divine, and not of the human author. A laudable aspiration, indeed, which can nonetheless hardly be attained by dismissing the human author.

To sum up, rather simplistically, the relationship between revelation, inspiration and the interpretation of Scriptures, two positions may be distinguished: according to the one, the Bible is the word of God, according to the other it is a witness to the word of God. In a similarly simplistic manner, the first approach is adopted by conservative, more often evangelical, circles that assign an exclusive authority to the Bible. To the extent to which the Bible is without any further qualification the word of God, it must be literally true, even when literalist interpretation goes against scientific (rational) evidence. If, conversely, the Bible comprises the testimony of human authors to what they understood to be the word of God, which they expressed according to their cultural horizon, responding to the questions of their time, engaging in polemics against the currents and views of their contemporaries.

60 "[...] a sensible person might be convinced, after careful and prayerful study of the Scriptures, that what the Lord teaches there implies that this evidence [the scientific evidence for the old age of the Earth, K.Z.] is misleading and that as a matter of fact the earth really is very young. So far as I can see, there is nothing to rule this out as automatically pathological or irrational or irresponsible or stupid. [...] this sort of view can be developed in more subtle and nuanced detail. For example, the above teachings may be graded with respect to the probability that they really are what the Lord intends us to learn from early Genesis. Most clear, perhaps, is that God created the world, so that it and everything in it depends upon him and neither it nor anything in it has existed for an infinite stretch of time. Next clearest, perhaps, is that there was an original human pair who sinned and through whose sinning disaster befell both man and nature [...] . That humankind was separately created is perhaps less clearly taught; that many other kinds of living beings were separately created might be still less clearly taught; that the earth is young, still less clearly taught. [...] . I do not mean to endorse the view that all of these propositions are true: but it isn't just silly or irrational to do so" (Plantinga, When Faith, 121-122).

61 Plantinga, When Faith, 113 ("Taken at face value, the Bible seems to teach that God created the world relatively recently, that he created life by way of several separate acts of creation, that in another separate act of creation, he created an original human pair, Adam and Eve, and that these our original parents disobeyed God, thereby bringing ruinous calamity on themselves, their posterity and the rest of creation"); cf. 121-122. Van Till notes that Plantinga eschews biblical scholarship and the critical reading of the Bible, creation accounts included, relying on a naïve exegesis (When Faith and Reason Cooperate, 149-150).

62 Plantinga, When Faith, 123-124. On this ground he argues for the higher probability of special creation compared to evolution (130-131). Against such conclusion see Van Till, When Faith and Reason Cooperate, 147-148, 152 (criticising Plantinga's discussion of evolution within the historical faith-versus-reason tension).


64 Collins, Inspiration, 43.

65 An example of Catholic fundamentalism is recorded by N. P. G. Austriaco, Reading Genesis with Cardinal Ratzinger, in: Homiletic & Pastoral Review (2003) 1-6, referring to V. Warkulwiz, who argued that the Catholic Church should return to the traditional Catholic interpretation of origins, based on the literal meaning of Gen 1-11.
Chapter 1

The Epistemological Aspects of Describing Reality

The absolute inerrancy of the Bible and its assumed authority over every field of knowledge is a view reflecting a sort of epistemological monism. The entire world may be appropriately known by means of a single source, in this case the Bible (religion), provided its assertions are correctly understood; thus information drawn from the Bible may allow criticizing scientific knowledge. The rejection of the religious interpretations by some scientists, because of their alleged incompatibility with scientific knowledge, reflects the other side of epistemological monism, as it takes science as the sole and sufficient discourse to adequately describe reality. Yet, reality is far more complex, and requires multiple perspectives, coming from various disciplines.

It is a commonplace that natural sciences tackle with the laws governing the universe, with natural causality, whereas philosophy, and in a different manner, theology, inquire about the ultimate ground and cause of reality, about the existential aspects of life.68 The latter questions go beyond those asked by natural science and beyond its competence. The alleged antagonism between creation and evolutionary theory implies that theological interpretation (creation), and scientific explanations (Big Bang, theory of evolution) are alternative responses to the same question.69 Yet, religion points in fact to a radically different dimension of the existence.70 As long as the specificity of each field is taken into account, and critical thinking is not given up, there can be no real antagonism between the scientific and the religious/theological approach.

66 H. Haag, Die biblische Schöpfungsgeschichte heute, in: H. Haag; A. Haas; J. Hürzeler (eds.), Evolution und Bibel, Luzern – München 1962, 7–56 (14: the Bible is not only the word of God, but the word of God through humans, to humans).
67 Kessler, Kreative Schöpfung, 34–36; Harlow, Creation, 166.
69 Van Till, 155 (“the common error of treating creation and evolution as if they were in essence alternative answers to the same question”). Cf. Mc Mullin, Plantinga’s Defense of Special Creation, 175.
70 Kessler, Kreative Schöpfung, 39.
Respect for the distinctive competency of various disciplines implies the recognition of specific methodologies. Biblical hermeneutics aims at establishing the principles to be followed in the interpretation of biblical texts. The matter is not simple, however. The shift that occurred roughly in the second half of the 20th century leads to the gradual decrease of the influence previously exerted by historical criticism, at the advantage of synchronic (linguistic, literary, rhetorical) approaches and of theological interpretations (canonical criticism). Whereas historical criticism focuses on the formation of the text, on its cultural background and on the authorial intention, synchronic, literary approaches dismiss the issue of authorial intention as both inaccessible and irrelevant and focus on the (pluriform) meaning of the text as it is, on the interplay of text and reader, and on the latter’s subjectivity.71 Theological approaches (e.g. canonical criticism), concentrate on the final, canonical form of the Bible as inspired text, and on its theological consequences for systematic theology and church practice.72 Not few biblical scholars think that historical criticism, especially with its focus on authorial intention, is outdated. This perspective has adepts among philosophically minded scholars as well. Thus Ricoeur, following Gadamer, argued for the emancipation of the written text and its autonomy with respect to authorial intention and to the world of the author.73 The autonomy of the written text removes the reader from the finite horizon of the original audience. Yet, Ricoeur does not posit the alternative “authorial intention versus text structure”, but focuses on the world of the text as object of biblical hermeneutics, i.e. on the world revealed by the text.74

In spite of the belittlement of historical critical interpretation, the method continues to be the ground for any serious biblical scholarship. No doubt, it is far from easy to discover the intention of the author; it is also true that any text has occasioned multiple interpretations over the time (Wirkungsgeschichte), and interpretation is eventually (also) a dialogue between text and reader (reader-response criticism). Synchronic-literary and theological approaches offer an excellent complement and many valuable insights. Biblical theological reflection may not be absent from systematic theology. Yet, a solid exegesis needs to take into account the historical character of the text, the age and circumstances of its writing, its original readership, and the message the author intends to convey.75 A major difficulty of any reading focusing exclusively on the subjectivity of the (atemporal or always different) reader is that in the end one can read anything from or

---


74 Ricoeur, Hermeneutic, 64–65.

into a text. On the other hand, a misconceived identification of the biblical text with the very word of God may read into the Bible issues that could not have been addressed by biblical authors.

From the viewpoint of our topic it is emphatically important to take into account precisely the criteria provided by historical criticism: the historical background of the text, the literary genre, the 'Sitz im Leben', the cultural context and the intention of the author. The misunderstanding of the creation accounts has to do precisely with the neglect of these issues, and with projecting modern assumptions into the text.

**Discovering the Symbolic Character of Religious Texts, as Hermeneutical Principle**

Beyond methodological problems, the interpretation of the biblical texts has to take into account a more fundamental issue, namely the nature and character of religious discourse. The conflict between the scientific and the theological talk on origins shows that the religious and the scientific discourse are read alike, as source of objective-factual information. In contrast, following Ricoeur, I argue that the language of biblical texts is essentially (real)symbolic, metaphoric, and addresses a deeper reality.

Ricoeur emphasises the symbolic character of religious language. In his understanding, the symbol is a linguistic expression with double (or multiple) meanings, that requires interpretation. Interpretation is therefore aimed at revealing, deciphering the symbols; a symbol exists where an expression requires interpretation because of its double or multiple meanings. Following Aristotle Ricoeur shows that in every mythos there is a logos to be revealed. A symbol is an intentional structure constituted not in the relation between meaning and thing, but in the relation between the two meanings; this relationship is built on analogy, or the primary meaning reveals the second one. As opposed to the likeness, which we examine from outside, “a symbol is the very movement of the primary meaning intentionally assimilating us to the symbolized, without our being able to intellectually dominate the likeness.”

In the field of phenomenology of religion this double meaning is expressed in the cosmic symbols (such as the earth, heavens, the water, the tree, the stone), and in the myths of origins. The mythos is not a naïve story, but, originally, a traditional narrative that has to do with the beginning of time, that grounds the rituals, generally those actions and ways of thinking through which humans understand themselves and their relationship to...
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creation or evolution?

reality. At the encounter with modern, rational thinking, myths lose their explanatory power, but turn into symbols, and acquire thereby the power to reveal the relationship with the Sacred.85 Symbols express in a powerful manner a deeper reality, which they both conceal and reveal.86

Ricoeur's approach is conspicuously real-symbolic. The connection between signifier ("expression signifiante") and signified ("le signifié") is "a primordial, unfailing relationship, which never has the conventional and arbitrary character of «technical» signs that mean only what is posited in them".87 The symbol presupposes a double bond between signifier and signified, in our case the Sacred. The latter is bound to the primary, literal sense, and this explains the opacity of the symbol. On the other hand the literal sense is bound by the symbolic meaning that inhabits it: this explains the revealing power of symbols.88 It is precisely this revealing power that distinguishes symbols from merely informing signs (which Ricoeur calls "technical signs"): the symbol gives what it signifies.89

For Ricoeur hermeneutics has to do with recognising the symbolic nature of (religious) language. Hermeneutics, as interpretation, involves both faith and reason. Hermeneutics leading to faith necessarily implies an initial confrontation with suspicion. Faith is not the naïve faith of the simple soul, but the one that has gone through critical reflection; for that reason Ricoeur speaks of a postcritical faith, which reaches through the process of interpretation a "second naïveté":

The contrary of suspicion, I will say bluntly, is faith. What faith? No longer, to be sure, the first faith of the simple soul, but rather the second faith of one who has engaged in hermeneutics, faith that has undergone criticism, postcritical faith. Let us look for it in the series of philosophic decisions that secretly animate a phenomenology of religion and lie hidden even within its apparent neutrality. It is a rational faith, for it interprets; but it is a faith because it seeks, through interpretation, a second naïveté. Phenomenology is its instrument of hearing, of recollection, of restoration of meaning. "Believe in order to understand, understand in order to believe" — such is its maxim; and its maxim is the "hermeneutic circle" itself of believing and understanding.90

Interpreting the symbolic religious language that passes through deconstruction, one reaches the restoration of the deeper meaning of the text. This progress leads from cri-

86 Ricoeur, Freud and Philosophy, 7.
87 Ricoeur, La Symbolique du Mal, 22; Freud and Philosophy, 30–31; see also 48–51 on the artificial character of "logical symbols". In this real-symbolic approach he comes close to 20th century Catholic real-symbolic theology, represented e.g. by K. Rahner (Zur Theologie des Symbols, in: id., Schriften zur Theologie IV, Einsiedeln – Zürich – Köln 1964, 275–311).
88 Ricoeur, Freud and Philosophy, 31.
89 "The revealing power of symbols opposes symbols to technical signs, which merely signify what is posited in them and which, therefore, can be emptied, formalized, and reduced to mere objects of a calculus. Symbols alone give what they say." Ricoeur, Freud and Philosophy, 31 (emphasis in the original).
90 Ricoeur, Freud and Philosophy, 28, compare 543. The background of this statement is the criticism of those he calls the "masters of suspicion" — Marx, Nietzsche and Freud and their hermeneutic of suspicion and critique of false consciousness. Yet their destructive criticism based on suspicion enables hermeneutics, as a process of interpretation. The hermeneutic of suspicion has also a positive element as it is aimed at a new form of consciousness (Freud and Philosophy, 32–36).
tique to the second naïveté that grasps by means of critical reflection the sense of symbolic language.91

Based on the hermeneutical principles elaborated by Ricœur, psychologists of religion David Wulff92 and Dirk Hutsebaut93 have developed scales to evaluate attitudes to religion from the viewpoint of the acceptance or rejection of the transcendent and of the critical or uncritical understanding of religious speech. The post-critical belief scale of Hutsebaut distinguishes four attitudes: (1) literal affirmation corresponding to orthodoxy (fundamentalism)94 (2) literal disaffirmation or external critique (3) reductive interpretation or relativism, and (4) restorative interpretation, or second naïveté.95 In terms of inclusion/exclusion of the transcendent, orthodoxy and second naïveté, both inclusive, are at the opposite pole compared to external critique and reductive interpretation, exclusive of this dimension. Yet, orthodoxy and external critique are related in terms of literal interpretation, the first representing literal affirmation, the second literal disaffirmation. Restorative interpretation (second naïveté) adopts a symbolic interpretation and integrates transcendence, while reductive interpretation explains religious phenomena by non-religious factors and rejects the transcendent dimension. For the latter, “If anything is considered to be absolute in this approach, it is the scientific method and rational and formal principles of knowledge”.96 While these scales pertain to the field of practical theology, the categories on which they are based are useful for biblical hermeneutics. They show that the interpretation of religious statements largely depends on the literal or symbolic reading of texts. The very notion of a symbolic meaning and reading of the biblical text may alarm conservative biblical scholars, as an assault to the authority of the Bible. However, such assumption reveals an exceeding reliance on historical meaning as the

91 “You must understand in order to believe, but you must believe in order to understand. […] You must believe in order to understand. No interpreter in fact will ever come close to what his text says if he does not live in the aura of the meaning that is sought. And yet it is only by understanding that we can believe. The second immediacy, the second naïveté that we are after, is accessible only in hermeneutics: we can believe only by interpreting. This is the ‘modern’ modality of belief in symbols; expression of modernity’s distress and cure for this distress. Such is the circle: hermeneutics proceeds from the preunderstanding of the very matter which through interpretation it is trying to understand. But thanks to this hermeneutic circle I can still today communicate with the Sacred by explicating the preunderstanding which animates the interpretation. Hermeneutics, child of ‘modernity’, is one of the ways in which this modernity overcomes its own forgetfulness of the Sacred. I believe that being can still speak to me, no longer indeed in the precritical form of immediate belief but as the second immediacy that hermeneutics aims at.” (Ricœur, The Hermeneutics of Symbols, 294–295).


94 Although in 1996 Hutsebaut stressed that orthodoxy should not be identified with fundamentalism, as it is open to questions and to a certain degree of symbolic interpretation (Post-Critical Belief, 56–57), in 2001 this approach is described as fundamentalist. See B. Duriez; D. Hutsebaut, Approaches to Religion and the Moods and Emotions Associated with Religion. An Exploratory Study in Flanders (Belgium), in: Journal of Empirical Theology 14.2 (2001) 75–84 (76–77). Actually this interpretation was characterised by Wulff himself as proper to fundamentalism.

95 Hutsebaut, Post-Critical Belief, 57–58.

96 Duriez; Hutsebaut, Approaches, 76.
single way of expressing truth. Applying Ricoeur’s interpretation of symbols and his hermeneutics shows that the antagonism between faith and natural science, between faith and reason occurs in the case of literal affirmation (orthodoxy/fundamentalism), or of literal disaffirmation (external critique). This opposition is removed in the case of restorative-symbolic interpretation of the text, leading to a second naïveté.

Conclusions

In Christian circles, claiming a conflict between the biblical and the scientific explanation concerning the origin of the world and of humans has to do with specific hermeneutical options, namely biblical literalism, strict inerrantism and a naïve interpretation of inspiration. Recognising the (real)symbolic character of religious language eliminates this difficulty, and reveals the deeper meaning of the text.

Although postmodern, synchronic, literary or canonical readings declared the end of historical criticism, knowledge of the ‘Sitz im Leben’, of the genre, of the cultural, historical and religious context of the author and of the authorial intention are essential for understanding biblical texts. Otherwise the meaning of the text becomes entirely subjective. This should be maintained even when historical criticism is not the one and only path to discovering the meaning of the text. More important for our topic, awareness of these issues prevents the interpreter from reading into the text modern questions, including scientific matters.

Beyond issues of biblical hermeneutics, there is broader question that needs to be considered, concerning our presuppositions about the cognition of reality. Biblical fundamentalists and ideologically oriented natural scientists share in a sense an epistemological monism, according to which reality may be appropriately described using one single approach (bible or science). However, reality is far more complex to be accurately described by a single mode of cognition, let this be that of natural science or religion. Whereas these approaches have distinct principles and methods, they should not be regarded as mutually exclusive or, at best, parallel. Examples of fruitful dialogue between religion and science strengthen this perspective.